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OctaGate DNS Server (OWL) is a DNS server designed for high availability and scalability with
less of the regular DNS "single points of failure". OctaGate DNS is a highly scalable DNS server
that helps keep critical services running even if there are DNS Server failures. All DNS servers
operate independently, and OctaGate DNS does not rely on a single point of failure. Instead,
OctaGate DNS actively monitors the status of DNS servers and balances the load across multiple
servers to ensure that critical services and websites remain accessible. OctaGate DNS enables
you to achieve a fault-tolerant and highly available system. The concept is that a single point of
failure is not a good thing. Your system should be able to keep critical services accessible even in
the event of server failure. OctaGate DNS Server Configuration OctaGate DNS Server (OWL)
supports most any DNS configuration. For example, a DNS configuration with a single primary
and secondary DNS server is supported, as well as a DNS configuration with multiple servers. A
DNS configuration with multiple servers is a good idea when you have a single DNS server fail.
For example, let's say you have a single primary DNS server for your domain. If that DNS server
fails, then all of your internet traffic will be rerouted to the secondary DNS server. Your DNS
server will failover to the secondary DNS server, which is why you should use multiple DNS
servers for your domain. If your DNS server fails, traffic to your domain will be routed to
another server so your critical websites and services will remain accessible. Note: The DNS
configuration must be supported by the DNS server software. For example, if you use Bind DNS
Server, then you must configure your primary and secondary Bind DNS server to support the
DNS configuration. If you have more than 2 servers, you'll be able to manage the Load
Balancing through a separate administration panel. OctaGate DNS Remote Administration
OctaGate DNS Server (OWL) provides a secure and robust remote administration tool that
enables you to monitor and manage the status of your DNS servers remotely. OctaGate DNS
Server (OWL) includes a secure command line interface which can be used to monitor and
manage your DNS servers remotely. You can use this secure command line interface to query
DNS servers, download the DNS status of your servers remotely, and view the DNS status of
your servers. OctaGate DNS is an open source DNS server. We provide a source code repository
for our product. You can download the
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OctaGate DNS is an advanced DNS load balancing solution that includes advanced failover and
fail-safe features. OctaGate DNS allows you to pool your servers, so you only need to keep one
server up and running and the rest of them will be available if your primary server goes down.
OctaGate DNS works by sending DNS query requests to each of the servers in the pool.
OctaGate DNS considers the responses from the servers in the pool and makes an intelligent
decision about which server to return the response to. You can also force the DNS requests to be
returned to one of the servers in the pool. OctaGate DNS keeps track of the load on each server
in the pool, and it actively monitors the health of the server to make sure that it is operating
properly. If it isn't, OctaGate DNS automatically elects another server in the pool to take over.
The pool can be up to a maximum of 64 servers, and the system can be configured to
automatically switch between the servers to increase the pool capacity as needed. OctaGate DNS
also provides a failover feature that allows you to manually start a failed server and switch the
users to it when the server is fully functional. OctaGate DNS is built on EnterpriseDB's Traffic
Director technology, which provides robust, enterprise-class features for load balancing, caching
and failover, including: ￭ High Availability ￭ Load Balancing ￭ Server Pooling ￭ Intuitive GUI
￭ (Under development) Auto Failover OctaGate DNS is a complex DNS load balancing solution.
It can be configured to handle multi-homed users or single-homed users. It has a robust way to
handle multiple IP addresses and multiple DNS servers, and it has a sophisticated failover and
fail-safe mechanism. OctaGate DNS uses "Active and Passive" queries. An "Active" query is a
regular DNS query that is forwarded to all of the servers in the pool. An "Passive" query is a
DNS query that is only sent to the server that responded to the last active query. This way, only
the responses from the server that was last successfully contacted are returned to the requesting
DNS client. OctaGate DNS can be configured to control the results of DNS queries through a
configurable "DNS Policy." OctaGate DNS features a powerful record policy manager with
which to enforce the results of DNS queries on the client side. OctaGate DNS provides you
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OctaGate DNS is a highly scalable DNS solution with built-in load balancer. OctaGate DNS
ensures load balancing of each client's DNS resolution requests between any number of domain
name server. It does so by accurately distributing DNS resolution load based on each server's
capacity to handle the load it is currently experiencing. For each client, OctaGate DNS
distributes client's DNS request load across the domain name server evenly by capacity. This
means that, although there are many more server-centric DNS tools, OctaGate DNS is in a class
by itself. OctaGate DNS capabilities include: ￭ DnsZone Synchronization ￭ Flexible DNS Zone
Management ￭ Dynamic IP Addresses ￭ Dynamic Hosts File ￭ Firewall Control ￭ Traffic
Distribution ￭ High Availability ￭ Scalability ￭ Server/Zone based load distribution ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ Unlimited Server Count ￭ User Statistics ￭ Standard DNS Management ￭
User Management ￭ Performance Monitoring ￭ Multiple Protocol Support ￭ Easy Management
￭ Compatible with Microsoft DNS Server ￭ Compatible with Windows DNS ￭ Compatible with
Third Party DNS Servers ￭ Integrated Security ￭ Automatic Server List Renewal ￭ Multi-
vendor Compatible ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure ￭ High Availability and Failover ￭ Supports Multiple Protocols ￭ No Single
Points of Failure

What's New In OctaGate DNS?

OctaGate DNS is a DNS server (specifically an LDAP/REST API) which supports failover and
load balancing. This app doesn't require any setup. OctaGate DNS is a service based application
that uses standard DNSSEC to ensure that the lookup requests you make are sent to the right
server. If your server is down, OctaGate DNS will automatically failover to a working server. If
you server is up, OctaGate DNS will distribute the load evenly among the available servers.
When you add more servers, OctaGate DNS will automatically scale the load based on capacity.
This solution works in both on-premise and cloud environments, allowing you to failover without
the overhead of network transfer. Also, OctaGate DNS is very fast! Features: ￭ Failover ￭ Load
Balancing ￭ Per server capacity rating - don't load all servers equally, load them by capacity ￭
(under development) Location Based Server Selection ￭ Reporting ￭ Throttling ￭ Per server rate
limiting ￭ Logging Please take a look at our website : or contact us at : info@octagatedns.com
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System Requirements:

1. Either Windows XP or Windows Vista 2. GPU: Geforce 9600 or equivalent 3. Onboard Video
Card: (GeForce 7 Series and newer) 4. CPU: Dual Core processor or better 5. 2GB RAM
minimum 6. Available Hard-Disk Space: 40 GB 7. DirectX: Version 9.0c 8. Optional: Internet
Connection 9. Optional: DirectSound/Hardware Mixer available on Windows Vista 10. Extra
RAM: 700 MB 11.
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